
 

The best craftsmanship comes with the right tools – The Taiwan 
Excellence Pavilion at the 2020 International Hardware Fair 
Cologne will introduce a unique range of products. 

Representing top-level innovation and competitively-priced products, Taiwan is a 

world-class hardware manufacturing powerhouse. Taiwan plays a key role in the 

global supply chain in the hand tool industry, ranking first in sockets and associated 

components, third in unit price, and sixth in hand tool exports worldwide. 

This year, Hall 4.2 A030 will house a selection of quality and innovative Taiwan 

Excellence products from 15 Taiwanese companies. These products will meet the 

needs of hardware buyers worldwide with master-class offerings that are perfect for 

DIY enthusiasts. 

The Taiwan Excellence Award is awarded annually and honors Taiwan's most 

innovative products. Brands carrying this symbol are chosen and awarded by both 

experts and the Taiwanese government on R&D, design, quality and marketing criteria. 

It represents the best of made in Taiwan. 

Highlights of this year's Taiwan Excellence Pavilion 

SLOKY 

With 40 years of experience, Chienfu-Tec Co. LTD. is dedicated to producing high-

precision metal CNC machine parts and provides total solutions for CNC 

customization. In 2012, the firm launched "Sloky", the smallest torque screwdriver 

on the market, originally designed for CNC cutting tools in machining, lathing, 

turning and milling parts. 

Togo Kit: Torque Screwdriver: The best-selling multi-kit, which 

comes with 6 pcs of 25 mm and 50 mm bits on both universal 

and straight handles, offers a user-friendly experience in 

machining, turning and milling CNC cutting tools. 

 

 

CHIAO TENG HSIN ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.  

Founded in 1990, Chiao Teng Hsin Enterprises Co. Ltd. has the ISO9001 system 

certification from SGS Taiwan. They design, produce, manufacture and market an 

array of professional aluminum and fiberglass ladders.  



 

Aluminum Telescopic Steady Support: For operating platforms with exceptional 

stability and safety at all types of construction sites, the Aluminum Telescopic Steady 

Support is made up of four frames. It uses a multifunctional 

joint ladder structure and features hidden-style stainless 

steel shrapnel. As with every good tool, it works well with 

existing structures and can be installed on other, less 

secure ladders. While installed, each step can hold a load 

of 150 kg, and its slip-resistant rubber feet allow ladders to 

be safe and stable at various work sites. 

 

KW-triO 

Pao Shen Enterprises Ltd. has been manufacturing stationery and office supplies 

since 1976. The brand name "KW-triO" has become synonymous with trendsetting, 

becoming a worldwide leading manufacturer of desk top accessories as well as hand 

tools and paper trimmers/guillotines for export to over 110 countries. 

Easy-Tech Tacker: An ergonomic design product with an effort-

saving mechanism that guarantees vertical or upside-down stapling 

will no longer be a hassle. They understand that tacker users have 

a hard time trying to use tackers because of the heavy handle force. 

The normal tacker requires 28lbs~45lbs of squeeze force. However, 

this Easy-Tech Tacker requires only 20~23lbs of squeeze force per 

time, and reliable steel housing will make your project efficient.  

UNITACKER 

Established in 1983, Same Yong is a professional stamping manufacturer of metal 

parts. Furthermore, they started to design/develop and produce a completed unit of 

staple guns over the last decade. Breaking through traditional concepts, they 

design/develop/manufacture their own fool-proof staple guns that accept different 

gages of staples. 



 

Six-on-one multi-staple aluminum staple gun tacker: A user-friendly multi-staple 

aluminum NO-SWITCH tacker staple gun. Tackler guns can support up to six different 

specs of staples without switching. Users can get this one 

tacker gun to complete all their necessary tasks. It can also 

be considered a green product as it saves the need for 

several tackers catering to different staples. 

 

KING SLIDE 

Founded in 1986 as a furniture hardware manufacturer, King Slide is known for its 

advanced production design integration with tooling and machinery. The firm has 

become an internationally renowned ODM supplier of green products in server rail 

kits and industrial rail. It is also a powerhouse in home furniture hardware. King Slide 

is a certified supplier to many leading companies in high-end furniture, kitchens and 

household appliances. 

SIMLEAD Safety Drawer System Slide: A Taiwan Excellence Silver Award product by 

King Slide Works Co. Ltd. SIMLEAD is an elegant metal drawer system with a non-

electric, all-mechanical design, with Push-Open, Silent Soft Closing and Built-In 

"Vibration Safety Design (VSD)". The system comprises metallic side walls and full 

extension runners, offering the world's first Drawer Safety & Friendly Design. To 

ensure that a home or office in the future has storage space that is not just whisper-

quiet, but secure and smart, drawers can be pushed from 

closed or any partially-opened position and smoothly soft-

closed without bouncing back.  

 

 

 

Visit TAIWAN Excellence Pavilion @ IHF 2020 
Throughout IHF 2020, Taiwan Excellence Pavilion at Hall 4.2 A030 will showcase some 

of Taiwan's best and groundbreaking hardware products. To learn more about Taiwan 

Excellence, please visit https://www.taiwanexcellence.org/de. 

 

 

About Taiwan Excellence / Bureau of Foreign Trade, MOEA and TAITRA 

 

 

https://www.taiwanexcellence.org/de


 

The symbol of Taiwan Excellence was established in 1992 by Taiwan's Ministry of 

Economic Affairs. Subsequently, Taiwan Excellence Selection was launched the 

following year. Selection is based on the distinct criteria of R&D, quality, design and 

marketing. Products that have been selected for the Taiwan Excellence Awards serve 

as examples of local industries to be promoted by the government in the international 

market in an effort to shape the creative image for Taiwanese businesses. This year 

marks the 28th selection, making the symbol of Taiwan Excellence a prestigious brand 

for businesses in Taiwan to strive for and be recognized by. It is highly reputed 

throughout the world. Please visit www.taiwanexcellence.org for more information. 
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Please visit www.moea.gov.tw  and www.taitra.org.tw for more information. 
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